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ABSTRACT: 
In the physiological process, the desired signal may not be directly measurable, and 
the investigator may not be able to determine the signal from measurable composite 
signals, such as the case of the fetus ECG (F-ECG). There is a problem in extracting 
the F_ECG signal from the composite maternal ECG signal obtained from the 
abdominal lead, because the Interference maternal ECG (M-ECG) is stronger than 
the fetus ECG signal. In this paper, the adaptive noise canceller is presented, to 
detect both the maternal and fetal ECG signals separately. The proposed scheme 
exhibits a good performance and the maternal and fetal ECG is successfully 
detected. 

I-INTRODUCTION 

The fetal electrocardiogram (FECG) was first measured in 1906 by Cremer using 
external abdominal electrodes. Yet the use of FECG in fetal heart rate (FHR) 
determination, and the subsequent clinical utilization of the fetal heart rate in 
monitoring fetal development and responsiveness, have occurred only relatively 
recently [1]. Abdominal electrocardiograms make it possible to determine the fetal 
heart rate and to detect multiple fetuses, are often used during labor. The 
background noise due to muscle activity and fetal motion, however, often has 
amplitude equal to or greater than that of the fetal heart beat. A still more serious 
problem is the mother's heartbeat, which has amplitude 2 to 10 times greater than of 
the fetal heartbeat and often interferes with its recording. Four ordinary chest leads 
were used to record the mother's heartbeat and provide multiple reference input to 
the canceller. A single abdominal lead was used to record the combined maternal 
and fetal heartbeats that served as primary input [2]. Measurements will performed 
on a pregnant women who has a gestation period of 20-37 weeks. The largest FECG 
amplitude are recorded between 20 and 28 weeks and after 32 weeks of 
gestation.[3] 	In this paper a proposed scheme for detecting the fetus ECG signal 
from the composite maternal ECG signal is introduced. This algorithm depends on 
using the adaptive noise canceller. The paper is organized as follows. The system 
configuration in section II, a proposal scheme of an adaptive ECG detector in section 
III, the simulation results are described in section IV, conclusion are described in 
section V. 
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II-ADAPTIVE NOISE CANCELING 

The subject of adaptive noise canceling is introduced and is treated extensively by 

Widrow et al. [4]. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of an adaptive noise canceling 

system There are two inputs; the primary input contains signal plus additive noise, 

and the reference input contains noise alone. 

Figure 1 block diagram of an adaptive noise canceller 

Purpose of the adaptive filter 

The purpose of the adaptive filter is to estimate the additional noise signal nk and 

generate a good replica of the assigned noise signal nk. The filter coefficient is 

updated according to the Least Mean Square (LMS) adaptation algorithm such that 

the (Mean Square Error) MSE of the residual error signal cnk is minimized. 

The filter output is calculated as follows: 

(1) 

, „ 

The error signal can be expressed as: 

ek= xk-n k = dk+(nk-n k) = dk +Enk 
	 (2) 

cnk nk - Wk N1k 	
(3) 

Where Wk and Nik are defined as the coefficient and observation vectors 

respectively. 

The mean square error can be written as: 

E(E2„k ) = E (nk - (wkT  Nik ))2  
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=E(n2k) - 2 E (nk - WkT  Nu) + WkT  E [Nu N T1k ] - W k 

=E(n2k) - 2 WkT  Pk + WkTRN Wk 

w =R 1  ry Pk(Optimal solution of Wiener Hopf equation) 

The output signal, ek  is defined as: 

ek  = xk - nAk 

 

III-LMS ADAPTATION ALGORITHM 

The LMS adaptation algorithm can be written as: 

W(k+1)=W(k)+2 µ ek  N1 k 
	

(F) 

Where the parameters are: - 
W(k+1) 	the updating coefficient. 	W(k) 	the old coefficient. 
u 	the step size . 	ek 	the error signal. 
Ni k 	the observation vector.  

The error can not be measured directly, so the error output signal ek  is used rather 
than the error signal Erik, hence the LMS adaptation algorithm can be written as: 

W(k+1)=W(k)+2 ti 6k  N1 k 	 (8) 

However the output error signal ek  includes the useful signal dk  and that represents 
an interference signal to the LMS adaptation algorithm, therefore the adaptive noise 
canceller works well if and only if the input signal to noise ratio(input SNR) is smaller 
than 0 dB. i.e. the noise signal is dominant . As the input SNR increases above 0 dB, 
the performance of the adaptive noise canceller (output SNR) deteriorates.[3] 

IV-PROPOSED SCHEME OF AN ADAPTIVE FETUS ECG DETECTOR 

Fig.2. Adaptive fetus ECG detector configuration 
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Xm= The mother signal: 
A F= The Adaptive filter: 
Xp= The composite maternal ECG signal 
y= The output mother signal: 
ek= The output fetus signal : 
The sampling rate chosen for this implementation was about 500Hz,The adaptation 
speed i  were generally chosen to be between 0.02 and 0.2 and the number of 
coefficient of the adaptive filter n equal 5 

V-SIMULATION AND RESULTS: 

In this paper. The mother ECG signal is represented by a real ECG heart signal as 
depicted in figure (3-a). The composite maternal ECG signal represent the primary 
signal to the noise canceller as depicted in figure (3-b). The adaptive filter Sias tow 
output , the first one is a good estimate of the mother ECG signal as depicted in 
figure(3-c)and the second one is a good estimate of the fetus ECG signal.The output 
signal of the adaptive filter in the steady state is considered in the three cases 
A, B, &C. 

Case A: The amplitude of the mother ECG signal is equal to 2 times the fetus ECG 
signal . The signal to interference ratio(SIR) is equal to —3 dB, figure 3 illustrates the 
detected output of the mother ECG signal. Also the output signal ek  represents a 
good estimate of the fetus signal at an output SIR = 5dB, and the improvement factor 
is equal to 8 dB. 

Case B: The amplitude of the mother ECG signal is equal to 5 times the fetus ECG 
signal . The signal to interference ratio(SIR) is equal to —11 dB, figure 4 illustrates 
the detected output of the mother ECG signal. Also the output signal ek  represents a 
good estimate of the fetus signal at an output SIR = OdB, and the improvement factor 
is equal to 11 dB. 

Case C. The amplitude of the mother ECG signal is equal to 10 times the fetus ECG 
signal . The signal to interference ratio(SIR) is equal to —16 dB, figure 5 illustrates 
the detected output of the mother ECG signal. Also the output signal ek  represents a 
good estimate of the fetus signal at an output SIR = 4dB, and the improvement factor 
equal 20 dB. 

. Its apparent that the proposed scheme of the fetus ECG detector exhibits a good 
performance and provides large improvement factor in the output signal to noise 
ratio for both fetus and the mother ECG signals. Hence, The proposed scheme 
verifies a signal enhancement for both the mother and the fetus ECG signals. 
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Figure3 The ECG signals waveform for the fetus ECG detector 

The mother ECG signal is represented by a real ECG heart signal as depicted 
in figure (3-a). The composite maternal ECG signal represent the primary 
signal to the noise canceller as depicted in figure (3-b). The adaptive filter has 
tow output, the first one is a good estimate of the mother ECG signal as 
depicted in figure (3-c). And the second one is a good estimate of the fetus 
ECG signal as depicted in figure (3-d) The mother signal amplitude equal to 2 
times than the fetus signal, INSR=-5dB4 OSNR=3db and the improvement 
factor equal 8dB. 
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Figure 4 The ECG signals waveform for the fetus ECG detector 

The mother ECG signal is represented by a real ECG heart signal as depicted 
in figure (4-a). The composite maternal ECG signal represent the primary 
signal to the noise canceller as depicted in figure (4-b). The adaptive filter has 
tow output, the first one is a good estimate of the mother ECG signal as 
depicted in figure (4-c). And the second one is a good estimate of the fetus 
ECG signal as depicted in figure (4-d) The mother signal amplitude equal to 5 
times than the fetus signal, INSR=-11dB4 OSNR=OdB and the improvement 
factor equal 11dB. 
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Figure 5 The ECG signals waveform for the fetus ECG detector. 

The mother ECG signal is represented by a real ECG heart signal as depicted 
in figure (5-a). The composite maternal ECG signal represent the primary 
signal to the noise canceller as depicted in figure (5-b). The adaptive filter has 
tow output, the first one is a good estimate of the mother ECG signal as 
depicted in figure (5-c). And the second one is a good estimate of the fetus 
ECG signal as depicted in figure (5-d) The mother signal amplitude equal to 
10 times than the fetus signal, INSR=-16dB4 OSNR=4dB and the improvement 
factor equal 20dB. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The application of the adaptive filtering in the ECG detection and enhancement has 
a great benefit. This is due to the fact that the usage of the classical methods fails to 
detect and enhance the ECG signal properly. It is clear that the proposed scheme 
has succeeded to detect the fetus signal that is severely corrupted with the mother 
signal at a very low input signal to the interference ratio Also, the proposed scheme 
provides a large improvement factor in the output SNR and the detected signals 
have no distortion . 
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